How Component Manufacturing Becomes Intelligent
Building an intelligent enterprise is the new reality for leaders of Component Manufacturing Companies that want to build a sustainable
competitive advantage in the global digital economy by leveraging advanced technology.
Embedding intelligent applications across manufacturing and supply chain management processes creates new levels of insight,
prediction, and efficiencies that enable superior customers experiences and delivery of orders on time, as promised, complete, every time.
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Develop intelligent
components requires
teamwork among many
stakeholders and fast
decision making to stay
ahead of the competition.
SAP use case:
SAP CoPilot
enables the intra-company
collaboration processes e.g.
for new product
introduction projects to
clarify faster product data
challenges and release
them with the highest
master data quality in a
shorter period of time.

Identify the opportunities
that will most likely turn into
actual revenue.
This creates a better
understanding about
the anticipated sales
performance and builds the
foundation for optimal
operations planning.
SAP use case:
Predictive Quotation
Conversion Rates
helps users determine the
probability that quotations
will be converted into sales
orders using predictive
analytics and machine
learning.

Manufacture product based
on actual customer demand
by creating buffers across
the supply chain that
smooth plans and minimize
the bull whip effect.
Respond to changes quickly
with Real-time MRP to
minimize disruption to the
factory floor.
SAP use case:
Demand Driven MRP,
certified by the Demand
Driven Institute, provides
users with advanced
insights into replenishment
execution and raises
delivery consistency.
while reducing inventory.

Predict contract expiration
or goods consumption
ahead of time, which
enables more effective
supplier negotiations
and relationships.
SAP use case:
Predictive Contract
Consumption allows
customers to forecast
contract consumption
directly within the
application and update the
model using their own data,
retraining with a single click.

Shortlist candidates beyond
keyword matching and
learns from the existing
employees’ qualifications,
skills and experience.
SAP use case:
SAP Resume Matching
automates the screening
process by identifying the
candidates with the best
skills and education and
reduces bias-based
decisions. The software
matches skills with job
descriptions and scores
candidates against selection
criteria.

Automatically match
accounts receivables,
incoming bank statement
items to open receivables
such as invoices, and
cleared automatically based
on the matching.
SAP use case:
SAP Cash Application
uses machine learning to
train financial applications
to learn from manual
matchings, improve
efficiency, release
manpower and improve
service quality.
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Learn What SAP S/4 HANA Cloud Can Do For Component Manufacturers
An Intelligent Manufacturing system starts with a Single Source of Truth. Uniquely, this brings together a rock solid core of end-to-end
transactions and analytics across all areas of manufacturing and supply chain management in a unified in-memory system.
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